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Mott transition

• Bandwidth-controlled and 
filling-controlled 
transitions

• Tension between theory 
and experiment: is xc=0 
or xc > 0?

find therefore all the other atoms occupied, and in
order to get through the lattice have to spend a long
time in ions already occupied by other electrons.
This needs a considerable addition of energy and so
is extremely improbable at low temperatures.’’

These observations launched the long and continuing
history of the field of strongly correlated electrons, par-
ticularly the effort to understand how partially filled
bands could be insulators and, as the history developed,
how an insulator could become a metal as controllable
parameters were varied. This transition illustrated in
Fig. 1 is called the metal-insulator transition (MIT). The
insulating phase and its fluctuations in metals are indeed
the most outstanding and prominent features of strongly
correlated electrons and have long been central to re-
search in this field.

In the past sixty years, much progress has been made
from both theoretical and experimental sides in under-
standing strongly correlated electrons and MITs. In the-
oretical approaches, Mott (1949, 1956, 1961, 1990) took
the first important step towards understanding how
electron-electron correlations could explain the insulat-
ing state, and we call this state the Mott insulator. He
considered a lattice model with a single electronic or-
bital on each site. Without electron-electron interac-
tions, a single band would be formed from the overlap of
the atomic orbitals in this system, where the band be-
comes full when two electrons, one with spin-up and the
other with spin-down, occupy each site. However, two
electrons sitting on the same site would feel a large Cou-
lomb repulsion, which Mott argued would split the band
in two: The lower band is formed from electrons that
occupied an empty site and the upper one from elec-
trons that occupied a site already taken by another elec-
tron. With one electron per site, the lower band would
be full, and the system an insulator. Although he dis-
cussed the magnetic state afterwards (see, for example,

Mott, 1990), in his original formulation Mott argued that
the existence of the insulator did not depend on whether
the system was magnetic or not.

Slater (1951), on the other hand, ascribed the origin of
the insulating behavior to magnetic ordering such as the
antiferromagnetic long-range order. Because most Mott
insulators have magnetic ordering at least at zero tem-
perature, the insulator may appear due to a band gap
generated by a superlattice structure of the magnetic pe-
riodicity. In contrast, we have several examples in which
spin excitation has a gap in the Mott insulator without
magnetic order. One might argue that this is not com-
patible with Slater’s band picture. However, in this case,
both charge and spin gaps exist similarly to the band
insulator. This could give an adiabatic continuity be-
tween the Mott insulator and the band insulator, which
we discuss in Sec. II.B.

In addition to the Mott insulating phase itself, a more
difficult and challenging subject has been to describe
and understand metallic phases near the Mott insulator.
In this regime fluctuations of spin, charge, and orbital
correlations are strong and sometimes critically en-
hanced toward the MIT, if the transition is continuous
or weakly first order. The metallic phase with such
strong fluctuations near the Mott insulator is now often
called the anomalous metallic phase. A typical anoma-
lous fluctuation is responsible for mass enhancement in
V2O3, where the specific-heat coefficient g and the Pauli
paramagnetic susceptibility x near the MIT show sub-
stantial enhancement from what would be expected
from the noninteracting band theory. To understand this
mass enhancement, the earlier pioneering work on the
MIT by Hubbard (1964a, 1964b) known as the Hubbard
approximation was reexamined and treated with the
Gutzwiller approximation by Brinkmann and Rice
(1970).

Fermi-liquid theory asserts that the ground state and
low-energy excitations can be described by an adiabatic
switching on of the electron-electron interaction. Then,
naively, the carrier number does not change in the adia-
batic process of introducing the electron correlation, as
is celebrated as the Luttinger theorem. Because the
Mott insulator is realized for a partially filled band, this
adiabatic continuation forces the carrier density to re-
main nonzero when one approaches the MIT point in
the framework of Fermi-liquid theory. Then the only
way to approach the MIT in a continuous fashion is the
divergence of the single-quasiparticle mass m* (or more
strictly speaking the vanishing of the renormalization
factor Z) at the MIT point. Therefore mass enhance-
ment as a typical property of metals near the Mott insu-
lator is a natural consequence of Fermi-liquid theory.

If the symmetries of spin and orbital degrees of free-
dom are broken (either spontaneously as in the mag-
netic long-range ordered phase or externally as in the
case of crystal-field splitting), the adiabatic continuity
assumed in the Fermi-liquid theory is not satisfied any
more and there may be no observable mass enhance-
ment. In fact, a MIT with symmetry breaking of spin and
orbital degrees of freedom is realized by the vanishing of

FIG. 1. Metal-insulator phase diagram based on the Hubbard
model in the plane of U/t and filling n . The shaded area is in
principle metallic but under the strong influence of the metal-
insulator transition, in which carriers are easily localized by
extrinsic forces such as randomness and electron-lattice cou-
pling. Two routes for the MIT (metal-insulator transition) are
shown: the FC-MIT (filling-control MIT) and the BC-MIT
(bandwidth-control MIT).
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Many insulating 
doped materials

xc is often a substantial fraction of 1

and CuO chains. The nominal valence of Cu on the
sheet and chain is estimated to be approximately 12.25
and 2.50, respectively (Tokura et al., 1988). In other
words, the holes are almost optimally doped into the
sheet to produce superconductivity in this stoichiometric
compound. The oxygen content on the chain site can be
reduced, either partially (0,y,1) or totally (y50),
which results in a decrease in the nominal valence of Cu
on the sheet, lowering the superconducting transition
temperature Tc and finally (y,0.4) driving the system
to a Mott insulator (or more rigorously, a CT insulator).
The nominal valence of the chain-site Cu in the y50
compound is 11 due to the twofold coordination, while
that for the y51 compounds is '12.5. Thus the nomi-
nal hole concentration or Cu valence in the sheet can
apparently be controlled by oxygen nonstoichiometry on
the chain site, yet it bears a complicated relation to the
oxygen content (y) and furthermore depends on the de-
tailed ordering pattern of the oxygen on the chain sites.

Filling control by use of nonstoichiometry (offstoichi-
ometry) has also been carried out for other systems, for
example V22yO3 (see Sec. IV.A.1) and LaTiO31y (Sec.
IV.B.1), which both show the Mott-insulator-to-metal
transition with such slight offstoichiometry as y<0.03.
The advantage of utilizing oxygen nonstoichiometry is
that one can accurately vary the filling on the same
specimen by a post-annealing procedure under oxidizing
or reducing atmosphere. Since vacancies or interstitials
may cause an additional random potential, the above
method is not appropriate for covering a broad range of
fillings.

3. Dimensionality control

Anisotropic electronic structure and the resultant an-
isotropy in the electrical and magnetic properties of d
electron systems arises in general from anisotropic net-
work patterns of covalent bondings in the compounds.

FIG. 64. A guide map for the synthesis of filling-controlled (FC) 3d transition-metal oxides with perovskite and layered perovskite
(K2NiF4-type) structures.

FIG. 65. A schematic metal-insulator diagram for the filling-control (FC) and bandwidth-control (BC) 3d transition-metal oxides
with perovskite structure. From Fujimori, 1992.
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Titanates

lating with thermal activation to metallic ~dr/dT being posi-
tive!. However, there are several R-dependent features. ~1!
The resistivity for the end compound (d50) increases from
R5La to Sm ~with a decrease of W!. ~2! The hole concen-
tration that is required to make the system metallic increases
from La to Sm. For example, d50.08 is sufficient to make
LaTiO3 metallic, whereas the sample with d50.09 is still
insulating for Nd12xCaxTiO31y /2 .
To discuss the former point more quantitatively, in Fig. 2

we show an Arrhenius plot of the resistivity for the end com-
pound RTiO3. All the data approximately follow the
activation-type function r(T)5r0 exp(Dact /kBT), where the
activation energy Dact ~the slope of the line! decreases from
YTiO3 to LaTiO3. We estimate the Dact value of RTiO3 from
the high-temperature part, and plot 2Dact as a transport gap
against the inverse bandwidth W̃21 in Fig. 3. The 2Dact value
decreases linearly with the decrease of W̃21. The solid line
in Fig. 3 is the result of a least-square fitting of the data with
a linear function. This fitting suggests that 2Dact becomes
zero at a finite value of W̃21 (;0.95). We have observed a
similar W̃21 dependence of the energy gap in optical con-

ductivity spectra for RTiO3.5 These experimental results in-
dicate that the relation between the magnitude of the Mott-
Hubbard gap (Eg) depends on the electron-correlation
strength (U/W) in such a way that Eg}U/W2(U/W)c .22
Here (U/W)c is a hypothetical point for a Mott transition
with n51 (d50) filling. We note that recent calculations of
the Hubbard model at infinite dimensions23 confirmed a
metal-insulator transition for n51 with a finite value of
U/W , and quantitatively explained such a U/W dependence
of Eg .24
The critical R dependence of the transport properties also

emerges when hole doping ~d! into the end compound,
RTiO3, causes the insulator-metal transition. In Fig. 4, insu-
lating and metallic samples are plotted by closed and open
circles, respectively, in a W̃21-d space. Here we define an
insulator as a sample whose dr/dT is negative over the
whole temperature range. It is clear from this figure that the
nominal hole concentration that is needed to cause the
insulator-metal transition (dc) increases with increase of
electron-correlation strength W̃21. The W̃21 dependence of
dc appears to be a linear function, as indicated by the solid
line. Moreover, the W̃21 value at which dc becomes zero
approximately coincides with the one at which 2Dact be-
comes zero in Fig. 3. This indicates a close interrelation be-
tween dc and the magnitude of the Mott gap in the end
compound. That is to say, dc increases in proportion with the
transport gap in the end Mott insulator. On the basis of a
simple three-dimensional Hubbard model that takes account
of only the on-site Coulomb interaction, the system should
become metallic with nonzero d. The insulating phase with
finite d in R12xCaxTiO31y /2 is perhaps caused by some com-
bined effect of the electron correlation and others ~static dis-
order or electron-lattice interaction!, which was discussed in
Sec. III.

V. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND PHASE DIAGRAMS

The end compounds RTiO3 with relatively large ionic ra-
dius for R are known to show antiferromagnetism with slight

FIG. 2. Resistivity on a logarithmic scale vs the inverse of tem-
perature for RTiO3.

FIG. 3. 2Dact vs W̃21 for RTiO3. Dact is the activation energy of
resistivity and W̃ is the bandwidth of RTiO3 normalized to that of
LaTiO3. The solid line is the result of least-square fitting with a
linear function.

FIG. 4. Insulating crystals ~closed circles! and metallic ones
~open circles! are plotted in W̃21-d space. For the definition of
‘‘metallic’’ and ‘‘insulating’’ crystals, see text. The solid line is the
guide to the eyes, representing a linear relation that separates the
space into insulating and metallic regions.

56 10 147TRANSPORT AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF A . . .

• critical doping 
systematically 
increases with 
strength of 
correlations 

• xc ~ 0.4 for YTiO3, 
GdTiO3!

Katsufuji et al, 1997



Vanadates
• S=1 Mott insulators 

RVO3 with V3+ show 
large critical dopings 
xc

• Critical doping xc 
increases from ~0.2 
for LaVO3 to ~0.5 for 
more correlated YVO3, 
following same trend 
as titanates

of LaVO3 but failed to explain the G-type antiferromag-
netism in YVO3 (Sawada et al., 1996).

With hole doping by partial substitution of divalent
ions (Sr or Ca) for the rare-earth ions, the insulating
antiferromagnetic phase eventually disappears, as shown
in Fig. 112 for the case of La12xSrxVO3 (Mahajan et al.,
1992; Inaba et al., 1995). As compared with the case of
V2O3 (Sec. IV.A.1), doping with more nominal holes is
necessary to produce the metallic state. In the case of
La12xSrxVO3 the FC-MIT takes place around xc'0.2
(Dougier and Casalot, 1970; Dougier and Hagenmuller,
1975; Inaba et al., 1995), while in Y12xCaxVO3 it takes
place around xc'0.5 with smaller W (Kasuya et al.,
1993).

Figure 113 presents the data for the temperature de-
pendence of the resistivity in arc-melted polycrystals
(which suffer less from grain boundary effects than ce-
ramics samples) of La12xSrxVO3 (Inaba et al., 1995).
The conductivity in the insulating region (x,0.15)
shows a thermal activation type at relatively higher tem-
peratures above the antiferromagnetic transition tem-
perature TN (Fig. 112), and the thermal activation en-
ergy, '0.15 eV for LaVO3, decreases steeply but
continuously with x . Variation of the activation energy
of La12xSrxVO3 is shown to follow (xc2x)1.8 (Dougier
and Hagenmuller, 1975). Mott (1990) argued that the
critical variation in the form of (xc2x)z with z51.8 is in
contradiction to the simple scenario, i.e., z51, of the
Anderson localization and that some kind of mass en-
hancement, such as a consequence of the formation of
spin polarons, must be taken into account. At lower
temperatures below TN in the region of 0.05,x,0.15,
the compound shows a variable-range hopping type of
conduction. Again, Sayer et al. (1975) reported that the
critical exponent for the localization length is z50.6 in-
stead of the expected value z51.

The FC-MIT and resultant change of the electronic
structure show up clearly in the optical spectra. Figure
114 shows the low-energy part of the optical conductiv-
ity spectra at room temperature for La12xSrxVO3 to-
gether with the inset for a broader energy region (Inaba
et al., 1995). In LaVO3 a Mott-Hubbard gap between the
lower and upper Hubbard bands and a charge-transfer
(CT) gap between the occupied O 2p band and the up-
per Hubbard band are observed at 1.1 eV and 3.6 eV,
respectively; these can be discerned as rises in the opti-
cal conductivity in the inset of Fig. 114. With hole dop-
ing by substitution of Sr (x), the CT gap shifts to lower

FIG. 112. Phase diagram of La12xSrxVO3 (Mahajan et al.,
1992; Inaba et al., 1995).

FIG. 113. Resistivity of La12xSrxVO3. From Inaba et al., 1995.

FIG. 114. Optical conductivity spectra at room temperature
for La12xSrxVO3. From Inaba et al., 1995.
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Nickelates

• Chemical studies 
show critical doping 
increases with degree 
of correlation from 
xc~0.05 for R=Nd to 
xc~0.1 for R=Sm
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producing a susceptibility (g) anomaly at T~.[4] The 
derivative of T'z(T),  which resembles the specific- 
heat anomaly at TMb for Ndl_zCexNiO3 (x=0, 0.05 and 
0.10) is plotted in Fig. 2. In agreement with the p 
data, the g data indicate that Ce substitution 
suppresses TMI slowly. The change of T~ with 
various substitution is summarized in Fig. 3. The left 
(fight) panel of Fig. 3 corresponds to hole (electron) 
doping. Hole doping, i.e., Sr or Ca substitution for 
RE reduces T~  rapidly. Contrarily, electron doping, 
i.e., Ce or Th substitution for RE, causes only a slight 
decrease of T~.  In other words there is an electron- 
hole asymmetry associated with the T~a reduction of 
RENiO3. This electron-hole asymmetry is expected in 
charge-transfer compounds where holes in the p-like 
band behave very differently from electrons in the d- 
like band. The Hall coefficient (Ra) with p measured 
simultaneously, of PrNiO 3 and Ndo, gsSr0.02NiO 3 is 
shown in Fig. 4. The carrier density of both 
compounds, calculated from the simple single band 
model, is approximately 3 holes/Ni at room 
temperature, Suggesting an electron contribution to 
Rn. Ra starts to decrease on cooling from 
temperatures much higher than TMI and vanishes at 
the onset temperature of MI. Within the two-band 
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picture, the zero-value of RI-I must be due to the 
perfect cancellation of electron and hole contributions 
to R H at T~.  

3. SUMMARY 

The electron-bole asymmetry in RENiO3 is clearly 
demonstrated in the behavior of TM~ with various 
substitutions. MI is suppressed drastically with hole 
doping, i.e., Sr 2+ o n  Ca  2+ substitution for RE 3+. In 
contrast, electron doping, i.e., Ce 4+ or Th 4+ 
substitution for RE 3+ reduces TMx slowly. The result 
can be understood within the framework of a charge- 
transfer insulator. Furthermore, this is the first report 
showing that Ra in RENiO3 tends to vanish at Tut. 
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Nd1-xCaxNiO3

tion for Sm3+ plays a dominant role in suppressing the MI
transition.

In order to determine TMI in an even-handed way, the
temperature dependence of !d ln!!" /dT of the SCaNO films
is shown in Fig. 2!b". TMI can be defined as the temperature
which gives the peak of !d ln!!" /dT on heating. As shown in
Fig. 2!b", the peaks shift toward low temperatures with the
Ca doping. Additionally, below TMI, a kink is found around
200 K in the films with the Ca doping of less than 4%.
Pérez-Cacho et al.11,14 have pointed out that the kink below
TMI observed in !d ln!!" /dT of SmNi1!xCoxO3 !x"0.2" ap-
pears at the onset of antiferromagnetic ordering of the Ni
sublattice, i.e., the Néel temperature !TN". Thus, we believe
that the kink observed in the present SCaNO!0"x#0.04"
films originates from the AF transition as well. When the
doping content is higher than 4%, only one peak is observed
in the !d ln!!" /dT plot, indicating a possible coincidence of
the MI and the AF transitions. However, it is difficult to
determine TN precisely from magnetic measurement of the
SCaNO films, because the antiferromagnetic arrangement of
the low spin Ni3+ ions has only a tiny contribution to the
magnetic properties of the whole sample.

Based on the discussion above, we have manifested a
phase diagram of the oxygen stoichiometric SCaNO thin
film, as shown in Fig. 3. Only when the Ca doping is less
than 4%, a paramagnetic insulator !or semiconductor" region
appears between the paramagnetic metal and antiferromag-
netic insulator !or semiconductor" regions. It is interesting to
note that this phase diagram of our SCaNO thin film is com-
parable to that of bulk SmNi1!xCoxO3 !x"0.2", where the

spin state of Co3+ different from that of Ni3+ suppresses the
AF correlations of the Ni3+ sublattice.14 While the AF insu-
lator phase survives until the Co doping of 20% for the bulk
SmNi1!xCoxO3, it vanishes around the Ca doping of 10% for
our SCaNO films. This suggests that the Ca-doping sup-
presses effectively the AF correlations and/or charge
disproportionation.15 The mechanism should be elucidated
by further investigations.

In conclusion, the systematic control of the Mott transi-
tion is clearly demonstrated in the epitaxial SmNiO3 films on
!001"-oriented LaAlO3 substrates by substituting the divalent
Ca2+ ions for trivalent Sm3+ ones, which is nominally a hole
doping. The Ca substitution decreases TMI drastically, and
the film with the Ca doping of 10% is metallic in the whole
temperature range considered. What is especially noticeable
from an application point of view is that TMI can be set easily
around a room temperature by the Ca doping of only 1%–
2%, and moreover the transition is as sharp as that of the
oxygen-stoichiometric bulk samples. The present study has
displayed an electronic phase diagram of the Sm1!xCaxNiO3
thin film, providing a chart for the yet blind voyage toward
the future electronics of correlated electron systems.
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Nickelates

• Electrostatic remote 
doping of NdNiO3 finds 
even more robust 
insulator (xc > 0.2)

10 nm to ensure coherently strained films. A 5-nm-thick La-
doped SrTiO3 should not contribute to in-plane transport,
because for carrier concentrations up to 1021 cm!3, the deple-
tion width w is greater than the doped film thickness

w "
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2eSTOuSTO

eNLa

r
; (1)

where eSTO is the dielectric constant of SrTiO3 (#300e0 at
room temperature), uSTO is the band-bending (#1 V), and e
is the elemental charge. Confirmation of the fully depleted
nature is described below. Epitaxial NdNiO3 thin films were
then grown using RF magnetron sputtering with a gas pres-
sure of 200 mTorr and a substrate temperature of 700 $C.
The Ar/O2 sputter gas ratio was 75/25, and the growth rate
was #12 nm/h. Samples were annealed for 30 min under
flowing oxygen at 600 $C after growth. All films were epitax-
ial.23 Sheet resistance and Hall coefficient were measured in
Van der Pauw and Hall bar geometries, respectively. The
hall resistance rH needed to be symmetrized to remove con-
tributions from the magnetoresistance, i.e., rH " %VH&B'
!VH&!B'(=2I, where VH&B' and VH&!B' are the Hall vol-
tages at positive and negative magnetic fields B, respectively,
and I is the current.

Due to the large carrier density and short screening
length of NdNiO3, ultrathin films are required to substan-
tially modulate the charge in the film. As the sheet resistance
of the thin films exceeds the Mott minimum conductivity for
metallic conductivity (RS < 10 kX/h), localized characteris-
tics are expected at all temperatures and are observed.25 Fig-
ure 1 shows resistivity of NdNiO3 films grown directly on
LaAlO3 as a function of temperature 12 nm-thick NdNiO3

films show a first order transition with hysteresis at TMIT #
100 K, similar to the literature.14,26 Thin NdNiO3 films show
higher resistivity at room temperature and a narrower hyster-
esis that eventually vanishes for the 3 nm thick NdNiO3 film.
However, even the localized films show a sharp rise (two
orders of magnitude) in resistance at TMIT that is not charac-
teristic for a disorder-induced transition. The robustness of
the transition to a highly resistive state even in ultrathin films
makes them thus suitable to study the influence of carrier
modulation.14,15

Figure 2(a) shows the temperature-dependent sheet resist-
ance of 2.5 nm-thick NdNiO3 films grown on La:SrTiO3 with
the different La doping concentrations. The resistance
between Hall bar structures after etching the NdNiO3 was
measured to confirm that no conduction occurred through the
La:SrTiO3 layers. The NdNiO3 sheet resistance systematically
decreases as the doping in the SrTiO3 is increased, consistent
with electron transfer from the La:SrTiO3 and the schematic
band alignment shown in Fig. 2(b). The NdNiO3 films on
La:SrTiO3/LaAlO3 with the highest La dopant concentration
show a decrease in resistance on cooling above TMIT. This is
consistent with the sheet resistance of these films being signif-
icantly below 10 kX/h. To quantify the electron transfer, Fig.
3 shows the room-temperature Hall resistance as a function of
magnetic field for the three NdNiO3 films on differently doped
La:SrTiO3. The Hall coefficient is positive, i.e., the Hall resis-
tivity increases linearly with magnetic fields up to 7 T for all
films. The RNiO3’s show semimetallic characteristics above
TMIT.8,12 The positive Hall coefficient is due to a large hole
Fermi surface around the R point.28,29 The Hall coefficient for
a relatively simple, semiconductor like material, with free
electron and hole band dispersion, is given by

RH "
!nl2

n ) pl2
p

e&nln ) plp'
2
; (2)

Where n and p are the electron and hole concentrations,
respectively and li their mobilities. Despite the limitations
of Eq. (2), the observed positive Hall coefficient for the
undoped material suggests that pl2

p > nl2
n and its Hall coeffi-

cient is consistent with transport dominated by holes at a car-
rier concentration of approximately 1 carrier per Ni. The

FIG. 1. (Color online) Resistivity of epitaxial NdNiO3 thin films grown on
LaAlO3 as a function of temperature and NdNiO3 film thickness.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Sheet resistance of epitaxial, 2.5-nm thick
NdNiO3 thin films on La-doped SrTiO3 as a function of La-dopant concen-
tration in the SrTiO3 (see legend). (b) Schematic of the expected band lineup
at the interface between metallic NdNiO3 and La:SrTiO3. The dashed lines
indicate the position of a half filled d-band for an ideal Mott insulator.
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Nickelates

• Single layer S=1 
material La2-xSrxNiO4 
is insulating up to x~1

• Known to be related to 
charge ordering/
stripes: 
inhomogeneous states

1230 R. J. CAVA et aI.
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FIG. 2. Temperature-dependent resistivities for various
(La,Sr)2Ni04 compositions, as measured on polycrystalline pel-
lets.
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the variation of lattice parameters in
the Lap —,Sr Cu04 solid solution (Refs. 7 and 8) and the
La2—,Sr Ni04 solid solution; triangles, Ref. 6; solid circles, this
work.

formal valence between +3 and +4. Although there is a
change in color and the general characteristics of the
temperature-dependent resistivity at that composition, the
crystal structure apparently does not change enough to
infIuence the lattice parameters at our level of precision.
Resistivities were measured in the van der Pauw

geometry between room temperature and 4.2 K on the
polycrystalline pellets. At the higher Sr contents (x ~ 1)
the pellets were not well densified and developed cracks if
exposed to wet air for several days. Measurements were
therefore made on freshly prepared pellets. Due to the
relatively low densities for those polycrystalline pellets,
the measured values of the resistivities for the highest Sr
materials are the least reliable. Representative tempera-
ture dependent resistivities for samples with compositions
near LaSrNi04 are shown in Fig. 2. The most reliable
resistivities observed are similar to those for (La,Sr)2-
Cu04 polycrystalline pellets. For the materials with com-
positions Lap 75Sr~ 2sNi04 and Lap sSr~ 4Ni04 (not
shown), the resistivity is metallic over the whole tempera-
ture range.
The resistivities in the La2 —„Sr Ni04 solid solution

change several orders of magnitude with changes in com-
position. Our results are summarized in Fig. 3, which
shows the measured resistivities at 100 and 300 K. The
data show that a dramatic decrease in resistivity begins
near x =0.5, the same composition where the c-axis length
begins to decrease (Fig. 1). A minimum measured resis-
tivity occurs near x =1, and is relatively sharply defined in
composition. Although the temperature-dependent resis-
tivities are weakly montonically decreasing for x & 1.12,
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FIG. 3. Room-temperature (open circles) and 100 K (solid
circles) resistivities for (La,Sr) 2Ni04 polycrystalline pellets.
The apparent increase in p for x & 1 may be due to the lower
density of these samples.

the absolute magnitudes increase. The increase in mea-
sured resistivity for x & 1 is no doubt due to the lower
densities of the ceramic pellets for x & 1, so that the in-
trinsic resistivities may actually continue to decrease. The
temperature dependencies of the resistivities for our ma-
terials are similar to those reported in Ref. 6, except that
our absolute resistivities are lower than theirs for x & 1.2
and their data show a minimum resistivity at x =1.2 in-
stead of x =1.0.
Magnetic susceptibilities were measured between 300

and 5 K in a dc field of 10 kOe in a commercial magne-
tometer. Representative data are presented in Fig. 4.
La2Ni04 is a well-studied spin =1 antiferromagnet with a

R.J. Cava et al, 1991



Titanates

lating with thermal activation to metallic ~dr/dT being posi-
tive!. However, there are several R-dependent features. ~1!
The resistivity for the end compound (d50) increases from
R5La to Sm ~with a decrease of W!. ~2! The hole concen-
tration that is required to make the system metallic increases
from La to Sm. For example, d50.08 is sufficient to make
LaTiO3 metallic, whereas the sample with d50.09 is still
insulating for Nd12xCaxTiO31y /2 .
To discuss the former point more quantitatively, in Fig. 2

we show an Arrhenius plot of the resistivity for the end com-
pound RTiO3. All the data approximately follow the
activation-type function r(T)5r0 exp(Dact /kBT), where the
activation energy Dact ~the slope of the line! decreases from
YTiO3 to LaTiO3. We estimate the Dact value of RTiO3 from
the high-temperature part, and plot 2Dact as a transport gap
against the inverse bandwidth W̃21 in Fig. 3. The 2Dact value
decreases linearly with the decrease of W̃21. The solid line
in Fig. 3 is the result of a least-square fitting of the data with
a linear function. This fitting suggests that 2Dact becomes
zero at a finite value of W̃21 (;0.95). We have observed a
similar W̃21 dependence of the energy gap in optical con-

ductivity spectra for RTiO3.5 These experimental results in-
dicate that the relation between the magnitude of the Mott-
Hubbard gap (Eg) depends on the electron-correlation
strength (U/W) in such a way that Eg}U/W2(U/W)c .22
Here (U/W)c is a hypothetical point for a Mott transition
with n51 (d50) filling. We note that recent calculations of
the Hubbard model at infinite dimensions23 confirmed a
metal-insulator transition for n51 with a finite value of
U/W , and quantitatively explained such a U/W dependence
of Eg .24
The critical R dependence of the transport properties also

emerges when hole doping ~d! into the end compound,
RTiO3, causes the insulator-metal transition. In Fig. 4, insu-
lating and metallic samples are plotted by closed and open
circles, respectively, in a W̃21-d space. Here we define an
insulator as a sample whose dr/dT is negative over the
whole temperature range. It is clear from this figure that the
nominal hole concentration that is needed to cause the
insulator-metal transition (dc) increases with increase of
electron-correlation strength W̃21. The W̃21 dependence of
dc appears to be a linear function, as indicated by the solid
line. Moreover, the W̃21 value at which dc becomes zero
approximately coincides with the one at which 2Dact be-
comes zero in Fig. 3. This indicates a close interrelation be-
tween dc and the magnitude of the Mott gap in the end
compound. That is to say, dc increases in proportion with the
transport gap in the end Mott insulator. On the basis of a
simple three-dimensional Hubbard model that takes account
of only the on-site Coulomb interaction, the system should
become metallic with nonzero d. The insulating phase with
finite d in R12xCaxTiO31y /2 is perhaps caused by some com-
bined effect of the electron correlation and others ~static dis-
order or electron-lattice interaction!, which was discussed in
Sec. III.

V. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES AND PHASE DIAGRAMS

The end compounds RTiO3 with relatively large ionic ra-
dius for R are known to show antiferromagnetism with slight

FIG. 2. Resistivity on a logarithmic scale vs the inverse of tem-
perature for RTiO3.

FIG. 3. 2Dact vs W̃21 for RTiO3. Dact is the activation energy of
resistivity and W̃ is the bandwidth of RTiO3 normalized to that of
LaTiO3. The solid line is the result of least-square fitting with a
linear function.

FIG. 4. Insulating crystals ~closed circles! and metallic ones
~open circles! are plotted in W̃21-d space. For the definition of
‘‘metallic’’ and ‘‘insulating’’ crystals, see text. The solid line is the
guide to the eyes, representing a linear relation that separates the
space into insulating and metallic regions.
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• critical doping 
systematically 
increases with 
strength of 
correlations 

• xc ~ 0.4 for YTiO3, 
GdTiO3!

Systematics suggests this should be understood 
through a connection between the bandwidth 

and filling controlled transitions



BC transition
• The most basic question: is it first or second order at 

T=0?

• First order is definitely possible, and perhaps natural 
since magnetically ordered Mott state and 
paramagnetic insulator are so different

• For experimental systems with magnetically ordered 
Mott states, there is not even a proposal for a (beyond 
mean field) theory of a continuous Mott transition

• Those theories of 2nd order Mott transitions that do 
exist describe extremely exotic “quantum spin 
liquid” insulators

find therefore all the other atoms occupied, and in
order to get through the lattice have to spend a long
time in ions already occupied by other electrons.
This needs a considerable addition of energy and so
is extremely improbable at low temperatures.’’

These observations launched the long and continuing
history of the field of strongly correlated electrons, par-
ticularly the effort to understand how partially filled
bands could be insulators and, as the history developed,
how an insulator could become a metal as controllable
parameters were varied. This transition illustrated in
Fig. 1 is called the metal-insulator transition (MIT). The
insulating phase and its fluctuations in metals are indeed
the most outstanding and prominent features of strongly
correlated electrons and have long been central to re-
search in this field.

In the past sixty years, much progress has been made
from both theoretical and experimental sides in under-
standing strongly correlated electrons and MITs. In the-
oretical approaches, Mott (1949, 1956, 1961, 1990) took
the first important step towards understanding how
electron-electron correlations could explain the insulat-
ing state, and we call this state the Mott insulator. He
considered a lattice model with a single electronic or-
bital on each site. Without electron-electron interac-
tions, a single band would be formed from the overlap of
the atomic orbitals in this system, where the band be-
comes full when two electrons, one with spin-up and the
other with spin-down, occupy each site. However, two
electrons sitting on the same site would feel a large Cou-
lomb repulsion, which Mott argued would split the band
in two: The lower band is formed from electrons that
occupied an empty site and the upper one from elec-
trons that occupied a site already taken by another elec-
tron. With one electron per site, the lower band would
be full, and the system an insulator. Although he dis-
cussed the magnetic state afterwards (see, for example,

Mott, 1990), in his original formulation Mott argued that
the existence of the insulator did not depend on whether
the system was magnetic or not.

Slater (1951), on the other hand, ascribed the origin of
the insulating behavior to magnetic ordering such as the
antiferromagnetic long-range order. Because most Mott
insulators have magnetic ordering at least at zero tem-
perature, the insulator may appear due to a band gap
generated by a superlattice structure of the magnetic pe-
riodicity. In contrast, we have several examples in which
spin excitation has a gap in the Mott insulator without
magnetic order. One might argue that this is not com-
patible with Slater’s band picture. However, in this case,
both charge and spin gaps exist similarly to the band
insulator. This could give an adiabatic continuity be-
tween the Mott insulator and the band insulator, which
we discuss in Sec. II.B.

In addition to the Mott insulating phase itself, a more
difficult and challenging subject has been to describe
and understand metallic phases near the Mott insulator.
In this regime fluctuations of spin, charge, and orbital
correlations are strong and sometimes critically en-
hanced toward the MIT, if the transition is continuous
or weakly first order. The metallic phase with such
strong fluctuations near the Mott insulator is now often
called the anomalous metallic phase. A typical anoma-
lous fluctuation is responsible for mass enhancement in
V2O3, where the specific-heat coefficient g and the Pauli
paramagnetic susceptibility x near the MIT show sub-
stantial enhancement from what would be expected
from the noninteracting band theory. To understand this
mass enhancement, the earlier pioneering work on the
MIT by Hubbard (1964a, 1964b) known as the Hubbard
approximation was reexamined and treated with the
Gutzwiller approximation by Brinkmann and Rice
(1970).

Fermi-liquid theory asserts that the ground state and
low-energy excitations can be described by an adiabatic
switching on of the electron-electron interaction. Then,
naively, the carrier number does not change in the adia-
batic process of introducing the electron correlation, as
is celebrated as the Luttinger theorem. Because the
Mott insulator is realized for a partially filled band, this
adiabatic continuation forces the carrier density to re-
main nonzero when one approaches the MIT point in
the framework of Fermi-liquid theory. Then the only
way to approach the MIT in a continuous fashion is the
divergence of the single-quasiparticle mass m* (or more
strictly speaking the vanishing of the renormalization
factor Z) at the MIT point. Therefore mass enhance-
ment as a typical property of metals near the Mott insu-
lator is a natural consequence of Fermi-liquid theory.

If the symmetries of spin and orbital degrees of free-
dom are broken (either spontaneously as in the mag-
netic long-range ordered phase or externally as in the
case of crystal-field splitting), the adiabatic continuity
assumed in the Fermi-liquid theory is not satisfied any
more and there may be no observable mass enhance-
ment. In fact, a MIT with symmetry breaking of spin and
orbital degrees of freedom is realized by the vanishing of

FIG. 1. Metal-insulator phase diagram based on the Hubbard
model in the plane of U/t and filling n . The shaded area is in
principle metallic but under the strong influence of the metal-
insulator transition, in which carriers are easily localized by
extrinsic forces such as randomness and electron-lattice cou-
pling. Two routes for the MIT (metal-insulator transition) are
shown: the FC-MIT (filling-control MIT) and the BC-MIT
(bandwidth-control MIT).

1041Imada, Fujimori, and Tokura: Metal-insulator transitions
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First order BC 
transition

• In general, a 1st order transition means a 
“level crossing” between two states that 
are disconnected in phase space and are 
locally distinguishable

• Each state has its own free energy (or at 
zero temperature, energy) density, and can 
be considered independently

• For consistency, there must be a positive 
surface tension between the two states



First order BC 
transition

• Energies

U/W

ϵ = E/V 
Mott

metal
M. Balzer et al.

metal Mott insulator metal Mott insulator

metal Mott insulator

Fig. 1: (Colour on-line) Top left: sketch of the DMFT phase
diagram. Coexistence of a metallic and a Mott insulating
solution is found in the yellow region. A first-order Mott
transition takes place at Uc(T ) (red line). The first-order line
ends in second-order critical points (red dots) at T = Tc and
T = 0. Top right: possible phase diagram within plaquette
DMFT. The first-order line ends in Uc1 for T = 0. Bottom: the
phase diagram supported by our plaquette VCA calculations.
The first-order line does not end in a critical point at T = 0.

range at half-filling bounded by lines Uc1(T ) and Uc2(T ).
Comparison of their respective free energies leads to a first-
order transition line Uc(T ) which, at a temperature Tc,
ends in a second-order critical point above which there is
a smooth crossover only.
For T < Tc there are di!erent possibilities: Within

single-site DMFT (fig. 1, top left), the insulator wins at
higher temperatures due to the residual high entropy of
the insulator. This implies that Uc(T ) is increasing with
decreasing T . Consequently, the line ends for T = 0 in
another second-order critical point which must coincide
with the point up to which a metallic solution can be
found, i.e. Uc(0) =Uc2(0). At T = 0 the metal is stable
in the entire coexistence region. Contrary, within a
plaquette DMFT, the entropy is low in the insulator due
to short-range singlet formation. The phase diagram fig. 1
(top right) is obtained if the metal always wins at higher
T . As compared with single-site DMFT, the critical line
Uc(T ) bends back, and Uc decreases with decreasing
T [16]. Hence, Uc(0) =Uc1(0), and at T = 0 the insulator
is stable in the entire coexistence region.

Main results. – Here we use the variational cluster
approximation (VCA) [17,18] to embed a plaquette of
four correlated sites and four or eight uncorrelated
bath sites in the lattice. As the method is thermody-
namically consistent and focuses on the optimization
of a thermodynamical potential, it is ideally suited to
distinguish between di!erent phase diagram topologies.
Here we consider T = 0 using the Lanczos method as a
cluster solver. Our results are consistent with the previous
plaquette DMFT studies [15,16] but support yet another

t’ t’

t’

t’

V V

V V

t’’

t’’

t’’

t’’
V

V
!"

#!"

(A) (B)

Fig. 2: (Colour on-line) Reference systems consisting of four
correlated sites with U != 0 (filled, blue circles) and four (A) or
eight (B) uncorrelated sites with U = 0 (open, red circles). One-
particle variational parameters: “hybridization” V , hopping
between correlated (t!) and uncorrelated sites (t!!) and shift
(±!!) of the energies of the bath sites with respect to µ.
Here, µ is the common chemical potential for both cluster and
bath. For arbitrary one-particle parameters a space of trial self-
energies ! is spanned on which a stationary point of the SFT
grand potential "[!] is searched.

low-temperature phase diagram (fig. 1, bottom). We
find a sizable interaction range Uc1 <U <Uc2 where the
metallic and the insulating solution are coexisting at zero
temperature. The T = 0 endpoint of the line of first-order
transitions Uc =Uc(T = 0) does neither coincide with Uc1
nor with Uc2, so that the Mott transition is discontinuous
also at T = 0.

Method. – Using a plaquette of four sites to generate
an approximate self-energy "ij(!) for the infinite D= 2
square lattice, represents the essential step to go beyond
the single-site DMFT approximation "ij(!)! "ij"(!).
An in principle ideal embedding of the cluster in the
infinite lattice could only be achieved with a continuum
of bath degrees of freedom (uncorrelated sites with U = 0)
attached to the correlated four-site cluster in the spirit
of quantum-cluster theories [9]. For T = 0, however, this
is not yet accessible with presently known cluster solvers.
As far as static quantities and the thermodynamical phase
diagram are concerned, however, it is fortunately well
known that a few bath sites can be su#cient for reliable
predictions [19–22]. This holds on the single-site level
where the DMFT phase diagram for the Mott transition
can be recovered qualitatively with a single bath site
only [20] as well as for cluster approximations, as has been
demonstrated recently in one dimension for the filling-
controlled transition [21,22].
To address the phase diagram of the Mott transition,

we have to employ a thermodynamically consistent
method to optimize the cluster self-energy and to fix
the plaquette and bath parameters. For the reference
systems displayed in fig. 2 this can be achieved within the
self-energy-functional theory (SFT). The SFT has been
described in detail in refs. [17,18,20]. The main idea
is to use the reference system for spanning a space of
trial self-energies. Referring to the reference system in
fig. 2(A), for example, the trial self-energy is parametrized
as !=!V,t!,t!! and calculated at a given U and at T = 0
for each set (V, t!, t!!) from the cluster Green’s function
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Thermodynamics
• Expand around BC transition point

• First order boundary

✏m(µ,U) = ✏0 �


2
(�µ)2 + dm�U + · · ·metal

✏i(µ,U) = ✏0 + di�U + · · ·insulator
(ϵi is independent of 

µ inside the gap)

�U =
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Thermodynamics
U/W

µ

Mott
n = 1

n > 1n < 1

nc ~ (U-Uc)1/2

• First order boundary 
extends up and out from 
BC transition

• This is not “doping” in the 
conventional sense: the 
entire system switches to 
a macroscopically distinct 
state

• For U close to Uc, this 
always occurs before µ is 
large enough to close the 
gap



Phase separation
• For a Hubbard-like 

model (short-range 
interactions), for U>Uc, 
we have a range of 
forbidden density 0<x<xc, 
with xc~(U-Uc)1/2

• A system in this range 
must phase separate into 
Mott regions with x=0 
and metallic regions with 
x = xc

20

U/W

n

two phase 
n = nc+ + 1

two phase 
n = nc- + 1

1
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Pattern formation
• The long-range part of the Coulomb 

energy forbids formation of 
macroscopic charged regions

• Instead, the system breaks up into 
domain patterns that balance EC and 
surface tension

EC ⇠ Q

2
/L ⇠ x

2
cL

2d�1 super-extensive

x

2
cL

2d�1 ⇠ �L

d�1
L ⇠

✓
�

x

2
c

◆1/d

typical domain scale



Coulomb frustrated 
phase separation

• Suggested early on as a 
way to understand 
charge doping of some 
Mott insulators 
(especially large t-J 
model in large J limit) by 
Emery+Kivelson, 1993

• Complex patterns 
depend upon 
dimensionality, 
anisotropy, elastic 
forces,...

where the classical scalar field f represents the local charge
density with f its average density. A rigid background ensures
charge neutrality. The g ! 2 model Eq. (1) can be reached by
measuring the electronic free energy density f e in units of the
barrier height a2="4b#, densities in units such that the double well
minima are at f ! $1, and distances in units of the bare
correlation length x !

!!!!!!!!!!!
2c=a

p
with c indicating the stiffness

constant. This leads to a renormalized Coulomb coupling Q2 !
2e2xD%1="e0jaj# with e being the electronic charge and e0 a
dielectric constant due to external degrees of freedom.

FPS for g ! 1 is more easily described by adding an auxiliary
field s, equivalent to an Hubbard–Stratonovich variable, linearly
coupled to the charge. It can be taken as a soft [22] or a
conventional Ising spin "s ! $1# with the sign distinguishing the
two competing phases. In the remainder we will refer to the latter
case which is more straightforward to analyze. Domain walls of
the Ising order parameter are sharp by construction with a surface
tension s / 2J where J indicates the Ising coupling. Then, in the
continuum limit, one obtains the following Hamiltonian:

H ! S&
Z

dx'f"x# % s"x#(2 &
Q2

2

)
Z

dx
Z

dx0
'f x" # % f('f x0" # %f(

jx% x0j
(2)

where
P

is the total surface of interface among the two phases. As
before, we measure energy densities in units of a2="4b#, the
minima of the double well are at f ! $1 and lengths are
measured in units of x * 4sb=a2 which represents the analogue
of the bare correlation length in the present model. More precisely
it indicates the size that inhomogeneities should have for the total
interface energy to be of the same order as the PS energy density
gain a2="4b#. As for the g ! 2 model Eq. (1), the phase diagram is
spanned by the dimensionless average density f and the
renormalized Coulomb coupling Q2 ! e2xD%1="e0b#.

In the absence of the Coulomb interaction, both models are
subject to ordinary PS in the density range jfjo1 as ruled by the
Maxwell construction (MC). Hence, the MS consists of macro-
scopic domains with local densities f ! $1. For Qa0, PS is
undermined as a thermodynamic phenomenon since the LRC
energy cost grows faster than the volume in the thermodynamic
limit. Thus charged domains at a mesoscopic scale appear.
Their typical size ld is determined by the competition between
the LRC cost +Q2lD%1

d and the surface energy density +l%1
d . These

terms are optimized whenever the inhomogeneities get a typical
size lDd+1=Q2.

Another important length scale is the screening length of the
Coulomb interaction that controls the relaxation of the electronic
charge inside the domains. Both models equations (1) and (2),
have a characteristic screening length defined by lD%1

s +1=Q2. It
thus follows that in the weak frustration regime Q51, one obtains
the hierarchy of length scales (in units of x): lsbldb1 that gives
ground for a unified treatment of the FPS mechanism.

The strong separation between the typical size of the domains
and the typical interface width +1 allows to consider the smooth
interface of the g ! 2 model Eq. (1) as sharp with a surface tension
defined as the excess energy of an isolated interface [23].
Moreover, since the effect of LRC represents a small perturbation
upon ordinary PS, inhomogeneities will appear with local
densities near f ! $1. Then, FPS can be analyzed by expanding
quadratically the double well potential of Eq. (1) around its
minima. The same occurs for the g ! 1 model of Eq. (2), thus
leading to a practical equivalence among the two FPS models.

A good approximation in the weakly frustrated regime lies in
assuming a uniform density approximation (UDA) in which the
local charge density is assumed constant [24–28]. The resulting

phase diagram in this approximation is shown with the thick lines
at the bottom of Fig. 1 for the g ! 2 case in 3D systems.
Comparison with exact results shows that the UDA gives a very
accurate description. From Fig. 1 one sees that droplet-like
domains are the stable morphologies on entering in the
inhomogeneous region. As f approaches the origin at fixed Q a
topological transition to rod-like structures and subsequently to
layered structures occurs. A similar behavior with droplets and
stripes is also expected in 2D systems [31].

Our computations at weak coupling are variational so we can
not exclude more complicated phases including elongation of
domains and ‘‘fingering’’ as in classical systems [1]. Naturally the
ordered phases will be very sensitive to quenched disorder. Also in
the absence of quenched disorder the ground state may be hard to
reach on a cooling experiment leading to a glass state [19].

3. Universality classes: the strong frustration regime

By increasing the renormalized Coulomb coupling in Eqs. (1)
and (2), inhomogeneous states with local densities close to the
reference density emerge. In this case the behavior of the two FPS
models is radically different leading to two ‘‘universality’’ classes.

First, we consider the g ! 2 model Eq. (1). We restrict to 3D
systems but similar ideas applies also to the 2D case. By
computing the static response to an external field in momentum
space, we get the charge susceptibility at ka0 as:

w"k# ! k2 &
2pQ2

k2
% 2& 6f

2

" #%1

The charge susceptibility has a maximum at the characteristic
finite wavevector k0 ! '2pQ2(1=4 and diverges approaching the
Gaussian instability line (dotted line in Fig. 1) Qg ! Qc"1% 3f

2
#

where Qc ! 1=
!!!!!!
2p
p

. This indicates an instability towards a
sinusoidal charge density wave (SCDW) with direction chosen
by spontaneous symmetry breaking. At small Q the Gaussian
transition line predicts inhomogeneities within the spinodal
region jfjo1=

!!!
3
p

. This contrast with ordinary PS at Q ! 0 which
implies a MS in the global density region jfjo1. The situation has
been recently clarified in Ref. [21] where it has been shown that
inclusion of non-Gaussian terms results in a first-order phase
transition preempting the second-order Gaussian instability line
except for the critical point (CP) "f;Q # ! "0;Qc#. The mixed region
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Fig. 1. The g ! 2 phase diagram in three-dimensional systems. The small dots
indicates the Gaussian instability line Qg . The thin (thick) lines represent first-
order transitions in the strong (weak) coupling approximation. In this two limits
they are almost indistinguishable from the homogeneous phase to droplet
inhomogeneities "&#, from droplets to rods "n# and from rods to layers "}#.
Finally, the black circle indicates the CP.
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of the local environment, especially the arrangement 
of the dopant ions. So long as T> T,, we can ap- 
proximately set h=O. It seems likely that in the op- 
timally doped materials T,> T,,. Wherever I h I > r, 
the pseudomagnetic field dominates the Kondo 
physics entirely, and, wherever h is negative, static 
phase separated regions will occur. We expect this to 
be the situation in the more lightly doped materials, 
where the charge associated with the locally phase- 
separated state is large. The excitation energy w, is 
the lowest energy of a spin wave in the relevant an- 
tiferromagnetic clusters. For an isolated cluster, up 
would be a decreasing function of the size of the clus- 
ter. However, it is not always possible to ignore the 
coupling between the spin excitations and the mob- 
lile holes, which produces the opposite size depen- 
dence of w,. In the absence of a quantitatively reli- 
able theory of this effect, we treat o, as a 
phenomenological parameter. 

4. Experimental evidence for phase separation 

The existence of phase separation in model cal- 
culations does not, of course, prove that it occurs in 
real materials. In this section and the next, we dis- 
cuss the experimental evidence that an electronic 
tendency of the holes to phase separate is an im- 
portant feature of the cuprates. It is necessary to dis- 
tinguish two radically different situations. If the do- 
pant atoms are absolutely frozen, then clearly phase 
separation can only occur as a short-distance, fluc- 
tuation effect. This is the situation in the majority of 
the cuprate perovskites, as discussed in section 5. On 
the other hand, if the charge donors are mobile on 
laboratory time-scales, they can be dragged along by 
the holes and compensate the long-range part of the 
Coulomb interactions; in this case, the holes can ac- 
tually phase separate. This occurs in two special cases 
which we discuss below: in photo-doped materials 
and in oxygen-doped La2Cu04+6. We feel that the 
fact that phase separation occurs in both of the two 
known cases where the dopants are mobile provides 
strong experimental support for an electronically 
driven tendency for phase separation whenever the 
long-range Coulomb interactions do not prohibit it. 

Some may find it strange that the mobile holes can 
actually drive phase separation of the dopants; the 

tail seems to be wagging the dog. It is easy to see that 
this is not necessarily the case in the two examples 
discussed above for two reasons: 
( 1) The energy associated with electronic phase sep- 
aration is of order J- 0.1 eV, which is larger than in 
most other magnetic materials. 
(2) The very fact that, at room temperature, the do- 
pants are mobile on laboratory time-scales means that 
the characteristic energy differerences between dif- 
ferent dopant configurations cannot be very much 
larger than N 0.025 eV. 

Even if we can ignore the configurational energy 
of the dopants in these cases, we surely can never ig- 
nore the configurational entropy, which causes a sig- 
nificant shift in the temperature scale and the shape 
of the phase diagram. In fig. 2, we show a schematic 
phase diagram for charged holes in an antiferrom- 
agnet interacting with classical dopant ions with neg- 
ligible configurational interaction energy. In thermal 
equilibrium, the classical entropy of mixing of the 
dopant ions is given by -k,T[x log x+ (1 -x) 
log( 1 -x) 1, which increases the stability and causes 
the region of phase separation to lie within the for- 
bidden region of the phase diagram of neutral holes. 
As in fig. 1, the dashed lines are the phase bound- 

T 

Fig. 2. Schematic phase diagram (solid lines) for a model per- 
ovskite with a dopant species that is mobile on laboratory time- 
scales. The regions enclosed by solid lines and marked AF and 
SC have antiferromagnetic or superconducting order, respec- 
tively. The variables are temperature (T) and hole concentration 
(x) The dashed lines indicate the phase boundaries for neutral 
holes, reproduced from fig. 1. 



Transport
• Percolating conducting 

regions only occur when 
volume fraction of metal is 
large enough

• Typically, percolation fraction 
for continuum percolation is 
ɸc ~ 1/3 (x/xc ~ ɸc)

• This naturally explains 
scaling of xc with correlation 
strength 
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Magnetism

• Similarly, magnetism 
requires percolation of 
insulating regions: 

• x/xc ~ 1-ɸc

• So we expect 
intermediate 
conducting magnetic 
state

variety in the magnetism of RTiO3 arises from the 3d-4 f
interaction between Ti and R .
We measured the magnetization of R12xCaxTiO31y /2 with

finite d(5x1y). The results for Pr12xCaxTiO31y /2 and
Sm12xCaxTiO31y /2 are exemplified in Fig. 8. The magneti-
zation of Nd12xCaxTiO3 was also measured, and found to
agree with that previously reported.12 Irrespective of R , TN
decreases and finally disappears with an increase of d for the
respective compound. Figure 9 is a plot of TN as a function
of d. Dashed lines correspond to the metal-insulator phase
boundary determined by resistivity measurements, as de-

scribed above. The AF phase extends to near the metal-
insulator phase boundary for any R , which goes to a higher d
position in varying R from La to Sm. In other words, the AF
phase survives as long as doped holes are localized. Such a
correlation between the AF state and the carrier localization
is also seen in cuprates such as La22xSrxCuO4 ~Ref. 3! and
R22xCexCuO4,29 and other transition-metal oxides such as
La12xSrxVO3.30 This phenomenon is qualitatively under-
stood as follows: If doped holes are localized, they will act as
impurities with S50, and such impurities do not effectively
destroy the AF ordering as in a diluted spin system. But if a
doped hole becomes movable, it will affect many sites with
fairly short time scale, and will destroy the long-range AF
ordering.
Figure 10 shows the electronic phase diagram of the

present R12xCaxTiO31y /2 system as a function of U/W ,
d5x1y , and T . The T-U/W plane at d50 indicates that TN
decreases with increase of correlation strength U/W for the
end compound. The T-d plane indicates that TN decreases
with an increase of hole concentration d. The U/W-d plane
at T50 indicates that both the insulating phase and the an-
tiferromagnetic phase survive up to larger d with larger
U/W .

VI. BEHAVIOR NEAR PHASE BOUNDARIES

As seen in Fig. 9, there exits a metallic region where the
AF state persists to at low temperature.11 Figure 11 shows
resistivity ~r!, the second T derivative of the resistivity
(d2r/dT2), and magnetization (M ) at 100 Oe ~signaling the
AF ordering with slight spin canting! for Pr12xCaxTiO31y /2
with d50.14, as a typical example in such a region. TN is
;80 K for this sample, and the slope of r(T) changes from
positive to negative at this temperature. A sharp peak is ob-
served for d2r/dT2 at the same temperature, indicating a
steep change of the slope of r(T) at TN . In spite of such a
critical change of resistivity with magnetic ordering, the re-
sistivity does not diverge ~i.e., the conductivity does not be-
come zero! but remains finite at the lowest temperature ~2 K!
of the present measurement, as shown in the inset of Fig. 11

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of magnetization for ~a!
Pr12xCaxTiO31y /2 and ~b! Sm12xCaxTiO31y /2 . The measurement
condition is the same as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 9. Néel temperature for R12xCaxTiO31y /2 as a function of
d. The solid lines are the guide to the eyes. The dashed lines indi-
cate the insulator-metal phase boundary determined from resistivity
measurements.

FIG. 10. The electronic phase diagram of R12xCaxTiO31y /2 in a
space of the electron-correlation strength U/W , nominal hole con-
centration d, and temperature T .
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Complications

• At least 2 other possible explanations for 
xc>0

• Disorder: heavy carriers at low doping 
must be especially liable to localization

• Polarons: heavy carriers self-trapped?
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should be very sensitive to sample 
quality, not consistent with systematics



Complications

• At least 2 other possible explanations for 
xc>0

• Disorder: heavy carriers at low doping 
must be especially liable to localization

• Polarons: heavy carriers self-trapped?

should be very sensitive to sample 
quality, not consistent with systematics

this is more plausible, but what do high 
density polarons mean?



Polarons
• Basic idea of (small) polaron is almost static 

lattice deformation attached to each carrier

• Natural finite density state is polaron lattice: 
end result is again a spatial pattern

Zaanen and Littlewood, 1994
La2NiO4+y VOLUME 73, NUMBER 7 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 15 AUGUsT 1994
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(hk0) zone indicates that the spin pattern shown in
Fig. 2(b) is essentially correct. The I dependence of the
2e peak intensities indicates that the pattern is displaced

1 1
by the vector a + 2b + zc in going from one plane to
the next, consistent with Coulomb repulsion between hole
stripes in neighboring planes.
One small problem with the proposed spin structure

is that it predicts e to be exactly 4. The observed
differs slightly from this value, and actually exhibits a
substantial temperature dependence, as shown in Fig. 3.
A close inspection suggests that near 80 K and 60 K
the e determined by the peak intensity maximum (rather
than peak center) tends to plateau at the rational fractions
5 3and», respectively. The peak intensity resonates
in the same temperature regions. The difference in

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the relative intensities of
two oxygen-ordering superlattice peaks observed following an
initial rapid cooling of the sample to 10 K. The lines and
arrows indicate the order in which the measurements were
made.

where n and m are non-negative integers. For m = 0,
we obtain the ideal fraction of 4, while for n = 0 we
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behavior relative to the integrated intensity is due to width
variations, which suggest the presence of multiple peak
components at a given temperature.
To resolve the different components, we must look at

the third harmonic peaks. Scans through the (I —3e, 0, 1)
peaks at various temperatures are shown in Fig. 4. A

1 5resolution-limited peak appears at 1 —3e = 6(e = —,s) at
85 K, increasing in intensity at 75 K, and then decreasing
somewhat at lower temperatures. At 60 K, a peak appears
at 1 —3e = —„(e= —„)with a width 3 times that of the
6 peak. These measurements clearly define the rational
fractions associated with the major plateaus in e.
The observed rational fractions can be expressed in the

form
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FIG. 2. (a) Measured structure factors IF„,I of the e, 2e,
and 3e peaks, normalized to the value for the fundamental
(200) peak. Data obtained from integrated intensities for peaks
in the (hOl) zone measured at 10 K. Note that intensity is
proportional to IFI2. (b) Model of spin and hole ordering in
a Ni02 plane, as discussed in the text; circles indicate positions
of holes (each centered on a Ni and shared by 4 0 neighbors),
arrows indicate Ni spins, and the dotted line indicates the unit
cell size.
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FIG. 3. Upper panel: Temperature dependence of the relative
intensity of the magnetic (1 —e, 0, 1) peak; integrated intensity
(solid circles), and peak intensity (open). Inset: Relative in-
tensity of the structural second harmonic peak at (4 —2e, 0, 1)
vs that of (1 —e, O, 1), with temperature as an implicit param-
eter. Lower panel: Temperature dependence of e measured
at (1 —e, 0, 1); e corresponds to the peak maximum position
(solid circles) and the average position (open circles). Inset:
Relative intensity of the (1 —e, 0, 1) peak vs (qjqo)', where
q = 3

—e and qo = 0.062; temperature is an implicit variable.
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(hk0) zone indicates that the spin pattern shown in
Fig. 2(b) is essentially correct. The I dependence of the
2e peak intensities indicates that the pattern is displaced

1 1
by the vector a + 2b + zc in going from one plane to
the next, consistent with Coulomb repulsion between hole
stripes in neighboring planes.
One small problem with the proposed spin structure

is that it predicts e to be exactly 4. The observed
differs slightly from this value, and actually exhibits a
substantial temperature dependence, as shown in Fig. 3.
A close inspection suggests that near 80 K and 60 K
the e determined by the peak intensity maximum (rather
than peak center) tends to plateau at the rational fractions
5 3and», respectively. The peak intensity resonates
in the same temperature regions. The difference in

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the relative intensities of
two oxygen-ordering superlattice peaks observed following an
initial rapid cooling of the sample to 10 K. The lines and
arrows indicate the order in which the measurements were
made.

where n and m are non-negative integers. For m = 0,
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behavior relative to the integrated intensity is due to width
variations, which suggest the presence of multiple peak
components at a given temperature.
To resolve the different components, we must look at

the third harmonic peaks. Scans through the (I —3e, 0, 1)
peaks at various temperatures are shown in Fig. 4. A

1 5resolution-limited peak appears at 1 —3e = 6(e = —,s) at
85 K, increasing in intensity at 75 K, and then decreasing
somewhat at lower temperatures. At 60 K, a peak appears
at 1 —3e = —„(e= —„)with a width 3 times that of the
6 peak. These measurements clearly define the rational
fractions associated with the major plateaus in e.
The observed rational fractions can be expressed in the

form
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FIG. 2. (a) Measured structure factors IF„,I of the e, 2e,
and 3e peaks, normalized to the value for the fundamental
(200) peak. Data obtained from integrated intensities for peaks
in the (hOl) zone measured at 10 K. Note that intensity is
proportional to IFI2. (b) Model of spin and hole ordering in
a Ni02 plane, as discussed in the text; circles indicate positions
of holes (each centered on a Ni and shared by 4 0 neighbors),
arrows indicate Ni spins, and the dotted line indicates the unit
cell size.
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FIG. 3. Upper panel: Temperature dependence of the relative
intensity of the magnetic (1 —e, 0, 1) peak; integrated intensity
(solid circles), and peak intensity (open). Inset: Relative in-
tensity of the structural second harmonic peak at (4 —2e, 0, 1)
vs that of (1 —e, O, 1), with temperature as an implicit param-
eter. Lower panel: Temperature dependence of e measured
at (1 —e, 0, 1); e corresponds to the peak maximum position
(solid circles) and the average position (open circles). Inset:
Relative intensity of the (1 —e, 0, 1) peak vs (qjqo)', where
q = 3

—e and qo = 0.062; temperature is an implicit variable.
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The upshot
• By far the most likely scenario, a first 

order bandwidth-controlled Mott transition 
requires spatial pattern formation/charge 
order/phase separation of the nearly 
doped Mott state, and similar structure is 
effected if polaronic effects dominate

• I would argue that oxide heterostructures 
are ideal systems to observe this physics 
directly



Challenges
• Theory: can we make this quantitative 

and predictive - for example, what is xc? 
What is the detailed structure?

• Materials: can we design samples to 
minimize disorder and perhaps polaron 
effects?

• Experiment: can we observe spatial 
structure directly?  can we control it?



Challenges
• Theory: can we make this quantitative 

and predictive - for example, what is 
xc? What is the detailed structure?

- Direct ab initio++ calculations?

challenging because fully self-
consistent system must remain 
macroscopically charge neutral 



Challenges
• Theory: can we make this quantitative 

and predictive - for example, what is 
xc? What is the detailed structure?

- Direct ab initio++ calculations?

chemical potential

do
pi

ng
 =

 n
-1 YTiO3

U = 6eV
J=0.7eV
T=100K

DMFT



Challenges
• Theory: can we make this quantitative 

and predictive - for example, what is 
xc? What is the detailed structure?

- Direct ab initio++ calculations?

LaTiO3 
 
U = 6.0eV 
J = 0.7eV 
T = 100K 
 

do
pi

ng
 (e

le
ct

ro
ns

) 

chemical potential (eV) 

very subtle



Challenges
• Theory: can we make this quantitative 

and predictive - for example, what is 
xc? What is the detailed structure?

- Use thermodynamics

�U =


2(dm � di)
(�µ)2 =

x

2

2(dm � di)

, dm, di can be measured numerically in the 
undoped system



Challenges
• Theory: can we make this quantitative 

and predictive - for example, what is xc? 
What is the detailed structure?

- This is a hard problem 
combining soft condensed 
matter and quantum physics.  
Surely can only be solved in 
combination with novel sample 
design and experiments



Challenges
• Theory: can we make this quantitative 

and predictive - for example, what is xc? 
What is the detailed structure?

• Materials: can we design samples to 
minimize disorder and perhaps 
polaron effects?

• Experiment: can we observe spatial 
structure directly?  can we control it?



Oxide 
heterostructures

• Probably ideal systems to study this physics:

• possibility to control charge density without 
introducing chemical disorder

• tunability of bandwidth, correlations, 
dimensionality by structure

• some control of phonons by strain etc

• accessibility of films for imaging, scanning 
probes...

c.f. Stemmer, Basov, ...


